By KYP student Christopher Ip
Trick or Treat!
Hooray! Today is Halloween. You love Halloween because you get to wear a
costume and go trick or treating. First, there will be a costume party at school.
Then, you and your friends will walk around the neighborhood in search of the
houses with the biggest and best candy. You ve been looking forward to this day for
a long time!
1. Last month, your parents said they would buy you any Halloween costume you
wanted. What costume did you ask for? Why? Describe what it looks like. Draw it
in the box.

Halloween is here! I get to choose a Halloween

______________________________________________________

costume! I choose a superhero costume,

______________________________________________________

because I like the cloak. The cloak has an

______________________________________________________

enormous star on it and a rainbow line

______________________________________________________

in the middle of the cloak.
______________________________________________________
2. You excitedly get dressed in your costume to go to school for the Halloween party.
All the students are bringing some snacks, drinks, toys, and decorations for the party.
What are you bringing with you to share with your friends at school?

There’s a Halloween party at school! I bring some brownies with a
_____________________________________________________________________
medium sized pumpkin on it, some rainbow coloured marshmallows
_____________________________________________________________________
with a gigantic can of wipped cream, and some orange juice with little
_____________________________________________________________________
poppers which pop into your mouth quickly.
_____________________________________________________________________

3. When you arrive at school, you are amazed by all the
amazing costumes and colors you see! This is so much better
than everyone wearing school uniforms. What costumes do
you see? Are some really cool and some really boring?

When
I arrived at school, I was amazed! Some people were dressed very
_____________________________________________________________________
cool
and some very boring. I saw my best friend Holock dressed up as a
_____________________________________________________________________
poltergeist
with glitters all over. I spotted our teacher dressed up as a scary
_____________________________________________________________________
vampire,
and some people were dressed as witches with a flying broom.
_____________________________________________________________________
4. All the students start heading to class, but your friend is sitting down on a
bench and you can see they re very upset. You go over and ask them what s
wrong. What is the problem? Why are they sad? Do you say something to them
to cheer them up?

I found my friend Sharlotte sitting alone on a vench looking very sad. I
_____________________________________________________________________
walked over to see why she was sad. Sharlotte said, “I forgot to bring a
_____________________________________________________________________
costume.” I said “There is a dress-up box behind our library, choose
_____________________________________________________________________
one there.”
_____________________________________________________________________
5. When you get back to the classroom, two of your friends are wearing the
same costume and arguing over which one is better! What do you do or say
to get them to stop arguing with each other?

In the classroom, Harold and Sam are arguing about who
_____________________________________________________________________
looks better in their pirate costume! So I said, “You two can be
_____________________________________________________________________
caption pirates together!”
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

6. After all the classes are done for the day, the students prepare the
room and the party can start! What games do you play? Do you sing
songs or tell ghost stories? Do you bob for apples? Describe the
Halloween party!

We played bobbing for apples, a costume competition, and pin the

_____________________________________________________________________

mouth of the pumpkin. We eat so much of our food, our tummies are

_____________________________________________________________________

super full. Harold says, “Wow! I like your orange juice!”

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

7. After school, your parents pick up you and your friends to take you trick or
treating. You made your parents get their own costumes to take you. Their
costumes are super silly! What are they wearing? What do your friends think?

When we get picked up for trick or treating, my mum is dressed as

_____________________________________________________________________

a friendly orange cat with red stripes. My dad is dressed as a

_____________________________________________________________________

fireman with many tools. My friends giggled for twenty minutes.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

8. You get to the first house on your trick or treating adventure, only to find a
bucket of candy with a note that says, Please take one Your friend reaches
in the bucket and grabs a whole handful! What do you do? Do you say
something? Do you also take a handful?

At the first trick or treating house, there’s a bucket of candy waiting.
_____________________________________________________________________
We’re supposed to take one, but my friend grabs a handful of the
_____________________________________________________________________
candy. I was surprised! The bucket knows how to make candies and
_____________________________________________________________________
immediately starts spitting out more candies. So I got a handful too.
_____________________________________________________________________

9. The next house you go to is decorated like a haunted house. Your friends do
not want to go knock on the door because they re too scared, but you think
you re brave What happens when you go to the door? Does something jump
out at you? Does someone open the door in a scary costume? Do you get the
candy?

Our
next trick or treat house is a haunted house! When I opened the
_____________________________________________________________________
door
of the house, I found a poltergeist who bellows, ‘Boo!” Thankfully,
_____________________________________________________________________
it_____________________________________________________________________
is just my best friend Holock. Everyone sighs. Holock had got six candies
for
us, and six for my friends too, so we forgive him for the fright.
_____________________________________________________________________

10. Your buckets are getting heavy now that you ve been to so many houses. You
have so much candy, you ll be eating it until next Halloween! Suddenly, a friend from
school comes over and tells you that the school bully is walking around and stealing
people s candy What do you and your friends do? Write the story!

Suddenly, a school bully turns up who is stealing candies. I tell
_____________________________________________________________________
everyone to go back to their houses and lock the main door. Me and
_____________________________________________________________________
my parents quickly return home, but accidentally run into the
_____________________________________________________________________
bully!

_____________________________________________________________________

So my parents and me start running at our speediest speed. At last,

_____________________________________________________________________

the bully doesn’t catch us, and we get home safely. We all share the

_____________________________________________________________________

candies for dessert.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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My name is Rad. I am a fluffy grey rabbit.
My friend is Roxx and he’s a little funny fox.
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While we’re walking, I taste some strawberries and they are
so sweet. I hear the birds. I smell some blueberries. I see
some beautiful flowers. I feel relaxed.
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We feel scared because we are lost. We wish this is just a
dream. We want to go home.
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Suddenly, we hear a voice speak into our ears. We feel
scared and confused. We think it is a ghost because it
howled! It was so scary that we screamed!
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We find two paths. I think we should go down the rock
path but my friend wants to go down the muddy puddle
path. In the end, we decide to go down the rock path. The
rock path has apples and puddle path was shiny.
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We find a haunted house. The rood is black and
there is a ghost on the top of the roof.
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The person in the house won’t let us in! But we’re so
desperate that we shout out, “Pizza delivery has arrived”
a million times!
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Inside, there is actually a witch who has pointy teeth and a
ghost that has slime everywhere. Yuk yuk yuk!
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They want to eat us! They lock us in a cage.
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I am small enough to get the keys, then I open the doors so
my friend can get out but we are too loud! So I quickly
steal a flash light and we had to run away super quietly just
in case the witch wakes up. At the last second, I also steal a
compass so we can find our way home.
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There are so many trees in the forest.

2.

I discover that paper is made out of trees.

3.

A ghost escaped from the jail.
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My reaction was to feel scared when I saw a dog.

The direction to my house is South.

I can see the clouds when I am inside the greenhouse.
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Stretch Your Sentences
It is important for riters to not rite boring sentences Writers
ha e to gi e lots of details to make their stories better The ha e
to gi e the reader as m ch information as the can
A simple sentence ill ha e information like Who is doing what
B t e ant to kno more When is this happening Where is
this happening Why is it happening How is it happening
In this first bo

o can see the who the st dent and the what dra s a

pict re
The student draws a picture
B t there is lots more information the riter can share Look in the second bo
belo

Ho did the st dent dra the pict re Wh did the st dent dra the

pict re What kind of pict re is it
The student quickly draws a silly picture to give to
his friend on the bus after school
No

the reader kno s the ans ers to these q estions

Exercise A Work together ith o r class to stretch the sentence belo b
brainstorming ideas When Where Wh
The

Ho

Re rite the sentence

man i

After her day at the office, the woman sits
lazily on the bus because she is tired.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Ho

Exercise B Stretch the simple sentences belo b gi ing more information
Remember that o can se who what why where when and how
The children la gh

The children laughed on the bus on Monday
because some is funny.
Jane s ims

Jane swims because she loves swimming in the pool
on Saturday so that she can exercise.
M mother cooked

My mother cooked at home because she is hungry every night.

I do home ork

I do homework because I have to do it in my room right now.

M brother ran

My brother ran because he loves to run in the garden.

A Fish Tale

Today, you are a fish at the goldfish
market. People come to buy fish from all
over the world to put in the fish tanks in
their homes. There are freshwater fish and
salt-water fish. There are colorful fish,
giant fish, teeny tiny fish, striped fish,
spotted fish, and many more!
1. What kind of fish are you? What do you look like? Draw yourself in the box. Make
yourself extra special!

I’m a big fish in the deep blue sea of fishes. My
scales are white, so I can be invisible and no one
can see me.

2. Where did you come from? Did someone catch you in the sea? What part of
the sea are you from? Or, did someone raise you from an egg to a little fish?
Write your backstory.

I used to live in Brazil, where the water was nice
and clear, but one day a fisherman got me and
sent me to another country.
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3. All day long people come in and out of the shop to buy fish. What is it like at the
fish shop? Do you want to go to omeone home or do o like i a he fi h hop
Are there lots of other fish to talk to?

At the fish shop I think it’s fun because there are a lot of
other fishes like me. They always talk to me like we are best
friends. I think they are kind.

4. One day, someone comes into the shop and buys you! The shop
owner grabs his net, scoops you up, and puts you into a plastic bag to be
carried home. Are you excited or sad to leave the shop? What does is it
feel like being carried inside a bag? Is it bumpy? Do you feel dizzy or sick?

Finally, someone buys me, but when I am in their car on the
way to their house, I feel really dizzy! But the owner is
really nice. She tries to make the car safer so I don’t slide
around.
5. Your new owner puts you in their extremely large fish tank at their home.
They place your bag in the water and let it float around so you can get used to
your new home. What do can you see below you and around you in the tank?
Are there lots of plants, rocks, corals? Is there a treasure chest or other toys?

My new tank is full of leaves, with a castle that I can go in,
and a small hole in a rock that I can sleep inside.

2

6. You are let out of the bag and the other fish come over to
introduce themselves and say hello. Do you say hello back? Do you
swim away and hide under a rock? What do the other fish look like?
Are they like you or are they all different colors and sizes?

As soon as I am let out, a fish says, “Hi! You’re not alone, my
name is Sophie.” Another fish with a lot of scales says, “Hi,
my name is Mia.” They both are really good friends.

7. Suddenly, all the fish get very quiet and swim away. A new fish approaches
that you did not see earlier. Clearly, everyone is scared of this fish. Describe
this fish. What does he say to you?

Suddenly, a fish called Angry says, “Oh my god, you are so
funny! You look ugly.” I feel really sad.

8. The big fish swims away. The other fish quickly come back to tell you that there
are some rules the big fish say you all must follow. What are the rules?
Rule #1:

Rule #2:

Rule #3:

We must always talk quietly.

We must never scream.

We need to play quietly.
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